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Kurohane Shunjou

Kurohane Shunjou is a player character played by Biesecker.

Kurohane Shunjou

Species & Gender: Male Minkan
Date of Birth: 14日 4月 YE 19
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Orders: Orders

Physical Description

Shunjou is a short Minkan, at the species' lowest standard height of 4'9“. He has a light-skinned Asian
phenotype, with the almond-shaped eyes that brings, colored a dark green. His straight hair is black and
kept short, framing his rounded face with only a slight angle at the chin. Poking out of that hair are two
pointed cat's ears covered in likewise black fur.

His body is very lithe, being little more than skin and bones, though with a subtle toned muscle at the
arms, legs, and belly. A long, short-haired tail extends from his lower back, almost always swaying slowly
about.
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Personality

Shunjou is the definition of confident and outgoing. He is incredibly friendly to everyone, sometimes
overly so, and never seems to realize if someone wants to be left alone. This can of course cause conflict
among those who don't appreciate his company. If rejected in no uncertain terms, he will typically obsess
over not being liked by someone and fall into a panic, but his easily distracted nature makes these
instances short-lived.

He is always in motion, finding ways to burn off his excessive energy. Working out, flight practice, sport,
gaming, or anything else that seems fun are good by him. When forced to be still for any extended period
of time, he gets fidgety and visibly and vocally anxious.

For better or worse, his positive attitude extends to the battlefield. He thoroughly enjoys the rush of
fighter piloting, and might even be said to have a sinister bloodlust. This has yet to noticeably effect his
ability to follow orders or operate in the field, but he is prone to want to engage enemies over any other
possible objective.

History

Shunjou was born in Kyoto to a polyamorous triad: Kurohane Jun, his husband, Hiro, and their mutual
lover, Tanaka Naoto. Due to Naoto's military job often taking her away from home, Shunjou was primarily
raised by his fathers, though his mother always visited on leave and loved him just as dearly. He was
raised quite comfortably, given their three paychecks and respectively well-paying jobs, and grew up
doing just about anything he wanted to. Under Jun's guidance, he took to theater from a young age, and
even seemed set for a career in the field. He showed less interest in his other father's mathematical
work, but he was an above average student. A jovial lad, he was never lacking for friends or, into his
teenage years, lovers, and he built up quite a social life into his adulthood.

In his 20th year, however, he made the surprising choice to leave his home and friends behind on
Yamatai, enlisting in the Star Army to follow in his mother's footsteps. Though taken aback by this
seemingly-uncharacteristic decision, his parents supported him through it all. He committed himself fully
to his training, and soon graduated as a qualified fighter pilot assigned to the YSS Kaiyo II.

Skills Learned

Communication: Shunjou has all the expected communications training of any Star Army recruit. In
addition, he is practiced at calligraphy and elocution, and can write particularly eloquently. He speaks
Trade and Yamataigo.

Fighting: He is trained and qualified to defend himself, but he does not particularly excel at it over any
other soldier.

Technology Operation: As per Star Army Common Skills
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Mathematics: Shunjou never distinguished himself at math, but he did learn quite a bit from his
astrophysicist father. He is familiar with all basic and many advanced mathematic concepts, and can
work out even complex equations given enough time and effort.

Starship Operations: Shunjou dedicated himself to piloting during his training, and it was the subject he
showed the most interest and competence in. He's spent plenty of time in simulators and training flights,
performing harrowing maneuvers with exuberant glee and skill, and is eager to test himself in a real
battle.

Entertainment: Shunjou was immersed in a theater background from birth, and often accompanied his
fathers to plays and social occasions. Over the years, he learned much about acting, singing, and
etiquette, and even studied theater extensively in school. In addition, he has had much luck in love, and
is quite handy at keeping a lover entertained.

Maintenance and Repair: Shunjou has made a point to learn how his fighter works, and how to keep it
running in top shape. This training eventually extended to other mechanical objects during his time
learning under maintenance crews, and he can be relied upon to repair moderate damage to most forms
of equipment.

Social Connections

Kurohane Shunjou is connected to:

Kurohane Jun (Father, Theater Actor)
Kurohane Hiro (Father, Astrophysicist)
Tanaka Naoto (Mother, SAoY Officer)

Inventory & Finance

Kurohane Shunjou has the following:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Kurohane Shunjou currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by biesecker on 07, 18 2018 at 11:28 using the Character Template Form.

In the case biesecker becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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Character Data
Character Name Kurohane Shunjou
Character Owner Biesecker
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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